Discipline Discussion -
Rocky, Harrison, Janet, Jamie, Pam, Melick, Nancy, McLaughlin, Lynn, Fransie, Steve, Schreiner, Robert, Pam, Hodges, Tom, Mike, Minnie, Lange, Timmy, Fransie, Dave, Zack, Gane, Scott, Jeff, McCuskey, Dan, Davenport, Linda, Stedman, Rossy.

Forgiveness is catching other mistakes that will do them harm.

True Psychological principle or spiritual principle.

Pat Relative -
Rocky - Challenge to "relative" is because it is an easy way to rationalize.

Pam - number of discipline actions lying "integrity is about working toward wholeness."

Timmy - was GF talking about integrity when he said "next, it is long as you can."

Jeff - we develop the judgment to recognize this, the right inner state.

Pat - GF story had profound effect on her and organization, she

Rossy - GF - identify process in which you have control

Timmy - explicit to GF statement - there is a right answer and you will get to it. Knew war was wrong.

"hereby religion - accepting religion that was not their experience"

Pat - the task of regulation in daily life.

Cain & Abel, not act of omission but act of compassion.

Evil exists so that we can learn the good/ God.

When (in response to Pam) the good perceived, to act requires courage.

Steve - reflects on his own experience of roles - not being able to lay down due to fear.

Rossy - our "Light" changes over time - capacity to discern grows.

Grass - integrity is knowing there is a whole.

Leen - structural integrity - faithful to the model - multiple definitions.

Rocky - in the process, gradual transformation - thinking light process is not linear.
- How does this testimony manifest itself in your daily life as a Quaker? In the life of your worship group or meeting?
- What's missing from this current material that you find central to Quaker concept of integrity?
- Are there parts of this section that you think would belong better in some other part of NPYM’s Faith & Practice? Parts that you think could be deleted?
- What have you learned from other Friends about integrity? What have they said that has been worth remembering?
- What books, pamphlets, articles, or other resources can you recommend about Friends’ testimony of integrity?
- What can we say to each other about honesty? See Ethical Business Relationships by Lee Thomas Jr.
- Do the topics of leadership and keeping low (humility) merit inclusion as subtopics of the testimony of integrity?
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GF - I can only lead people to Christ and leave them there.

Jeff - Each individual person needs to find God.

John - Speak

Steve - Integrity relates to our thinking & behavior.